HOLLY BUSH INN ASB REPORT OCTOBER 2020

Big Mac and fries!

The amount of this litter from one outlet just goes to prove, IN ONE WINDOW AND OUT THE OTHER,
when is something going to be done. Don’t take my word for it, ask the WCBC Litter Pickers, real
good guys and they know what is going on because they collect tons of it.
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Young people with cases of booze bought from Tesco, please note the time outside our premisses.
This kind of behaviour fuelled by TESCO is giving our pub a bad name, as WCBC Licencing became
aware of in October.

The Tesco Land Fill Site at the centre of our community, this car park is surrounded by bushes that
are infested with rubbish that needs removing before it encourages further pest control measures to
be implemented.
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Tesco sales again
left on our
doorstep, when is
something going to
be done about this,
if we were
responsible for the
same, our licence
would be removed.
So, when is WCBC
Licencing
Department going
to do something
about this? We are
more than willing to
help.

COVID 19 Containment measures may require
pubs to close and people to loose their jobs but
what is being done about all the home bars that
are popping up supplied by the supermarkets.
The licencing system in the UK is out of control
and needs to be brought back under control and
this does not mean police harassment for
licenced premisses.
We need to work together and get this sorted or
all local business will be destroyed.
This advert was in the Wrexham Leader midOctober and is not a one-off advert.
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Shropshire Star 15th October 2020
Pub group Marston's to axe 2,000 jobs
https://www.shropshirestar.com/news/business/2020/10/15/pub-group-marstons-to-axe-2000jobs/

The number of bottles and cans we collect is varied and wide-ranging emanating from the Tesco
Store, however some even come with their name on them! If the same volume of our beer glasses
turned up in their car park our licence would be removed, and we would most likely face a serious
fine for littering. So, what is being done. We have previously complained to the Cefn Community
Council before the Coronavirus Pandemic, but nothing seems to be done and CCC are not interested.
So, we now ask WCBC Licencing Department to do something please.
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Pease note ALL OUR WASTE is dealt with responsibly and the little waste we do produce is recycled
in the correct stream without causing and environmental problem. We also recycle all other waste
we collect on our litter picks around our pub and elsewhere in our community at the centre of the
Pontcysyllte World Heritage Site. In fact, because of our Environmental Policy we achieve the
impossible, we recycle 110%, 100% of our own limited waste with an estimated 10% of others and
the majority of that emanating from Tesco.
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Please note in the next November ASB
Report we will be following up on this story
to show you where some of these cans are
ending up, the Foster beer can trail!

As publicans we know Fosters Larger is one of the most popular drinks we sell, and obviously Tesco
know the same as they put it out by the pallet load in their store. Unfortunately though they do not
collect the empties like we do at the Holly Bush Inn just up the road from Tesco and so these cans
end up all over the place and are relatively easy to spot because of their colouring. This is just
another environmental problem waiting to happen and why we propose the PKC Group & the
Circular Economy.
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A final beer in our pub before we must close again for the second time in 2020 because of the COVID
19 regulations. Interestingly enough the beer glasses on display here are washed in a glass washer at
over 60’C high enough to kill all Coronavirus bacteria along with all furniture and surfaces daily
cleaned with bleach and disinfectant, and yet we have to close. How many supermarkets and retail
chains conduct such rigorous cleaning regimes as we do daily?
Furthermore, we note in the short period we could reopen that some pubs were closed again
(notices served) because some one had been there that had tested positive for COVID 19. Now pubs
generally see in the hundreds of people in a week depending on how well they are doing and so the
odds of a COVID 19 case are low. However most large supermarkets number in the thousands per
week and in the case of our local TESCO the average is around 10,000. Therefore, there must be
COVID 19 Positive cases going through the supermarkets on a daily basis but none are ever closed.
So, we ask what is going on?
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At 1830, half an hour after we have had to close for a second time in 2020 because of the
Coronavirus I buy an essential (?) item out of guess where? This whole pandemic seems to be geared
up to clearing the way for supermarkets to ruin all our local trade a grossly unfair way to go.
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During the second lockdown and booze is unrestricted at roadside filling stations! Who said the
Drink Driving Problem was over?

Aldi at the Ruabon Roundabout along with the filling station is stacked out with booze for the
Lockdown, this is a farse and is just grossly out of order. Can not WCBC Licencing do something
about this, or is just going to be pick on the usual suspects when we are allowed to reopen again?
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